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For Rigel and Axel, the future



No weekends for the gods now. Wars
flicker, earth licks its open sores….

Pity the planet, all joy gone
from this sweet volcanic cone;
peace to our children when they fall
in small war on the heels of small
war—until the end of time
to police the earth….

—Robert Lowell,
from “Waking Early Sunday Morning”
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WHEN THE MAGNITUDE OF THE POSSIBLE 
DAWNED

1.

Last night we were lost. This morning
The back yard argues, as ever,
All pain is minor and passing.
Solid light, in its blocks and slabs,
Displaces vague fears, the night
Benign, domestic beneath trim shrubs.
By this light I’m stripping wild vines
From the plum, while its blossoms
Snow and the vines haul back, perverse
And muscular, tearing at last.
The grass throbs brighter the deeper
I breathe, and the season burns.
How surely the year finds its way
Toward spring, where Sally kneels
In the lettuce rows, a streak of clay
Like rouge on one cheek. Beside her
Schuyler careens and falls, inspects
A red clod, and rises again, his face
Aglow from within. So the day
Wheels by. And I am the watchful
Husbandman at evening here on a spinning
Ball when the green lawns tilt and night
Spills out from hedges and trees.
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2.

In dissolving night, when all is possible,
Sky a cauldron of stars distending
To spew the planets or melt them down,
The lights of creation and decreation
Sparkle inseparably. Here by my son,
While rapid creepers retake the plum
And Sally pitches in troubled sleep,
I keep my watch

Through dangerous hours
When the night light’s glow
Throws a nimbus about
My viral, incendiary boy.

His hot skin burns me.
Asleep, he leans in a sprinter’s pose
While I kneel on the floor,
Sponging him down from 104.

This bomb is smart,
Homing its fire to the heart.

Bare on the Earth in this little room
Where the moment crests and I waken
Anew, again and again,
What may not happen?

Pray without ceasing.

*

Bless Aaron Bobb,
Who, my son’s age,
Has died of a cancer
Strangling his heart.
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Relieve his parents
Of their wildest rage
Which seeks an answer
Beyond all art.
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3.

When the magnitude of the possible
Dawned—a morning doubly brilliant—
Many were so near they vanished instantly.
Others ran to the city’s rivers, naked
But indistinguishable, woman from man.
As a black rain fell on the fires, the wounded
Dug for the buried wounded.

“Although we were lying side by side on the stairs,
We did not recognize each other.
He seemed unable to open his eyes or mouth
For the swelling of his burns, but he said somehow:
‘Are you Mr. Matsumuro?’ It was Yoshimoto,
And he knew me, too, when I spoke.”

After the sickness and mourning, the spiking
Temperatures, bodily ruin unspeakable,
Grief and listlessness cupping the loss,
Survivors slipped out of gloves
Of themselves, sloughed off old surfaces,
Suffered grafts and reconstructions, and lived
With explosives buried inside.
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4.

Especially after the acreage fires
The burr-oak thrives, its jack-box

Seeds tripped loose by the heat.
We tell ourselves such facts

As we can, to redeem charred waste,
And we note tough weeds scrabbling

Quick on a bank dozed clear.
The first mean vines knit up

A deep gouge, making soil for the next
Growth in line. New seeds more delicate

Follow, succession leading through pines
To beech, to this hardwood stand where

The shady floor is a powder of leaves,
Inviting and cool.

How spacious the bottomless sky
Appears from where I lie

In leafmeal and spines.
Trunks aim high toward the vanishing

Point where a star will appear
And tug all night on the buried dead.

By morning fingers, slender
And white, will have broken the loam.

Runners will leaf and at bushes
Or windfalls their tendrils loop
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To entangle and climb,
To consume with a fire of their own.

Though soil is ash,
And I stretch myself over strata of bones,

Does the pea-vine climb less securely up?
Is the honeysuckle annulled?

I will rest myself in this undergrowth,
Serene as the ferns, the columbine, moss,

Clematis and grass—as the whole
Unconscious world in which

The moment is full
And unhistorical.
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5.

Out from this chapel, its green
Enfolding sacristy quieting
All it surrounds—the weavings
Of grass, composures of weeds,
The scent of mint from certain
Crushed leaves, above it all
Hypnotic wavings of trees acircle—
Out from this chapel yet something
Reaches from me toward my life
In the intricate flames of destruction
And love.
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6.

Out from the oak in the fireplace grate
Heat and light uncoil in tongues,
Hissing their song of the fortunate man
Who rests by wife and child at home
While November gusts. Needles, leaves,
And bits of trash, finding their motion
In sudden whirlwinds, wander the streets.
The plum and its vine, now stripped and wiry,
Huddle their warmth in the naked yard.
I gaze out the window as night comes on;
Sally reads; Schuyler asks to poke the fire.
Sparks like souls ascend the dark shaft.

Beyond our most immediate air,
Behind the ridge at evening’s edge, the sun
Ignites the sky at its hem, and the sheerest
Garment we know goes up. Sleeves of flame
Extend toward the zenith; clouds like ingots
Heat and glow. Even the icy cirrus burn,
Fanned into coals, irradiating the upper air
As our windows flare and the whole sky twists.

To live within this involving flame,
We must be fire. Sally, we live by burning
Slowly, and know ourselves best
When we recognize the banked-up fires
In each other’s eyes. I think of them
When the evening reddens, sky folding up
Like earth’s last day. It gathers me
And lets me go, a nightly memento.
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